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With its arrival on iOS and the imminent release of Android, there's never been a better time to dive into Slay The Spire. This deckbuilding roguelike broke new ground when it unveiled Steam Early Access in 2017 and remains a challenge for still-experienced CCG pros. There is a lot to discover for new players in Slay the Spire. Ironclad is
the first character and card set that will be available, but fortunately there are some strong advantages to the smooth introduction of the game. This guide outlines some of the basics of the class that players should be aware of to maximize their chances of survival and presents some of the strongest builds that players can work on as a
climb to Spire. Ironclad Starting Choices in Slay The Spire One of the most important things to realize about Ironclad in the class is gifted one of the strongest starting memories in the game. Burning Blood restores six health at the end of each battle and is perhaps one of the strongest sources of health regeneration throughout the game.
This means that players can afford to make mistakes that can end the game for other classes. It also means that it is almost always a bad choice for starting a relic replacement when offered the opportunity to see Neow, the whale at the beginning of each run. While there are some strong rare memories that players could potentially end
up with, there are also some sure misses that are likely to cause players to lose. In general, when players choose their starting pick in Neow, they have to choose something that has lasting advantages and the least amount of penalties. A higher max HP is always an excellent choice than up to 100 or 250 gold. Ironclad Card Drafting in
Slay The Spire The main mechanic to pay attention to when playing the Ironclad is the force. There are no other character cards that can maximize this ability to have the same effect and create a deck that can scale strength is one of the best ways to win a run at Slay The Spire. This makes cards like Limit Break and Spot Weakness
button that many of the most powerful builds. The improved version or these cards let ironclad constantly increase strength multiplier during the fight, which ends with some of the strongest single hit attacks in the game. Look for cards that will help you build this power permanently, and then choose a key attack that will take advantage of
it such as whirlwind, Heavy Blade, or Carnage. While the health regeneration that Burning Blood provides is important, without enough protection the Ironclad will not be able to climb past the first act. Players must look for cards that help them survive with enough protection while being able to make maneuvering decisions in each round.
He shrugs, creates 11 protection and draws the card after an upgrade, one of the best options for several drafts, drafts, Card-like Impervious will help you defend some great hits players will see in the second act. Barricade Plus Body Slam In Slay The Spire One of the strongest builds to look for comes synergy between barricade power
and Body Slam attack. Barricade is a card that prevents the defense from disappearing at the end of the enemy turn, which is the standard mechanic of Slay The Spire. This means that with a good deck of defensive cards like shrugs and entrench, players create a defensive engine that is almost impossible to beat. After the upgrade, the
Body Slam becomes a zero-cost attack that takes the same damage as the player's current block. After the Ironclad defense goes up, players land a shot that kills elites and bosses. This combination is so powerful that it can make many of the hardest encounters in the game trivial, and one of the best ways to get the hidden heart boss on
top of the Spire. Demon Form Ironclad Build In Slay The Spire Another extremely powerful build of Ironclad revolves around the force defining discussed above. It builds take Demonoid Form, a power which adds two power at the end of each turn and three after being upgraded. As soon as this starts to build, if players find a Heavy Blade
or two, which takes this multiplier and triples it, Ironclad can quickly beat big opponents. This build also works well for area-of-effect cards and vulnerable multipikators. The Thunder or whirlwind can take out the mob almost immediately. Keep in mind that this build still needs decent protection with this build, as it takes a couple of turns to
build the force needed to deal with serious damage. However, once the Ironclad power engine starts, it's almost unstoppable. NEXT: Slay the Spire Review: One of the best Deck-Building Games Ever Slay The Spire is available on PC, Xbox One, PlayStation 4, Nintendo Switch, and iOS. The Witcher's Ciri The Cyberpunk 2077 theory
explains topics related to game guides killing the tower of author Keegan McGuire (10 articles published) Learn more about Keegan McGuire's simplest Ironclad deck. You need as many Perfected Strikes (upgraded) as you can get and all other cards that can strike your name to increase your damage. Want at least one extra energy
(potentially play 2 perf strikes in one turn). This deck is aggressive and thick - remember not to remove the strikes and do not let the vampires replace them with bites. Supporting cast: This deck likes to use Evolve when you can get one because Wild Strike is a strike. Alternatively, if you can keep the entire deck clear of curses and
conditions, Clash can be a good way for dealer damage with no energy, as it's a high-cost deck. You just want some of the strongest defensive cards for their cost - Ghostly Armor, Power Impervious. A A These cards don't matter as they rarely cycle across the deck. Standard recommendations for aggro decks also apply - Rage+, Battle
Trance, Headbutt, Shockwave.This aggressive power deck is thinner than the deck (i.e. you want to remove the cards and don't add cards very often), as you don't have to draw the Inflames.It you don't always need a fourth of energy. If applicable, additional power gains may be added - Flex, if you have enough pulls to get it at the right
time; Limit Break is always fine, even if it is not updated. Other cards that use cards of the same strength as heavy blade and pummel. The self-harming archetype is obscured recently by Rupture+ now gives 2 strengths each time, and Hemokinesis now reports only 2HP, even if it has not been updated. Hemokinesis (early injury),
Combust (the area damage) and offering already strong cards, so if you find yourself with some of these on board, you can take Rupture as a way to expand. Clash can be a good early card because you can only play defending draw (even if it means excessive protection) and still hit harder than 2 strikes at a cost of 0.Prior Ascension 10
(which adds an indestructible curse to the starting deck) Clash can be archetype of its own. Don't take too many expensive skills or powers. Use cards like Sever Soul or Second Wind as a way to remove states that the enemy has taken on board. The other key card is Dual Wield. When updated it can add two extra clashes to the huge
damage. As this combined deck works, you can play two cards over and over again until each net cost is zero and draws the card. There are no other cards in the deck / throw the deck to draw except these. You need two because a card can't draw itself with its own draw. There are some replacement dropkicks like Flash of Steel and
Finesse, or you can create a second Dropkick during combat Dual Wield.You don't need to have a thin board (though it does make it faster), because Ironclad can thin down your board mid-fight with cards like True Grit, Burning Pact, and Fiend Fire. Remember also that being able to store multiple cards in hand means that you don't have
to thin down as much, so the rune tsunamis can be good on board. When playing this deck against Awakened One, remember that you need to keep the Vulnerable app mode (if you're using Dropkick) to continue combining it after it comes to life. Iron Wave alone is not an archetype, but there are some synergies you should be aware of.
This can be a way to block a Clash deck without having to add more skill. It can be both a defense card and a finisher on a Demon Form deck, as it benefits from strength (as with any attack). In combination with Juggernaut, it can cause extra damage. Most of all, it can add extra block combined with Rage.This is easy for you to have after
a lot more block blocks The enemy can do damage (except for the heart, which scale beyond the maximum block). You just want to cast Entrench as much as possible to double the block saved through the previous round, as well as all you generated on this turn. Headbutt may be a good way to recreate Entrench.You can also make it on
board with calips instead of barricades. It's actually easier despite the fact that the -15 block is a set because you don't have to wait until you draw and play Barricade.You have to in some way kill the enemy because some enemies can scale your defense and get you into a stalemate if you just rely on strikes. Body Slam is the usual
choice, although Rampage or Force Scaling also works. It's a defensive deck that stalls a bit until Demon Form gives you enough strength to kill your enemies easy. Reaper is the best support card if you can get it since you can deliberately shed some fights longer until you can heal back to full health with it. It's an old favorite of mys, but
it's not the strongest deck. Rampage can be slow scale, so the deck can not be purely aggressive, it needs a small block. You want to use multiple copies of Headbutt to be able to recreate Rampage as well as keep your deck thin. Remember that unlike the fault claw, multiple copies of Rampage do not cause each other to scale. With
Dual Wield, you can still copy rampage's current damage value, but the two instances can then be scaled separately. It works similarly to other aggressive decks that want to recreate the most powerful attacks on Headbutt or copy them on double tap, such as the aforementioned Perfected Strike, Clash, or Rampage decks. Scorching
Blow scales quadratically have a number of upgrades, so you might want to use it if you can upgrade it at least 7 times while running (you can also upgrade several times in the middle of combat armament or apotheosis). This means you need to find it in Law 1 and upgrade it to as many fires as you can. Scorching Blow +1: 16Searing
Blow +2: 21Searing Blow +3: 27Searing Blow +4: 34Searing Blow +5: 42Searing Blow +6: 51Searing Blow +7: 61 etc. It's a rare but very strong deck and it's just right thanks to the buff of bloodletting. You need a thin deck and lots of draws to guarantee that you can get flex and bloodletting cards on the same turn as Whirlwind, so you
can cast the biggest whirlwind possible. If you don't have enough flex, Inflame can be used despite the energy costs, it's just a matter of math, for example, 4 energy Whirlwind +:Inflame + 3x11 = 33 damageWithout Inflame + 4x8 = 32 damageRelics like Chemical X and especially Necronomicon can overdrive the power of the board that
gives you some first turn boss kills. It's a powerful but somewhat complex deck where you can keep playing skills for free, wearing them out, and new ones. It wants to have a thick deck so you don't run out of skills to play well even if it means it will take longer to call on its powers. Body Slam can be a good attack on this board because
you're of course going to generate more blocks than you need as you play with the skills to draw, and even more so if you feel no Pain.If you can get the Dead Branch relic, combining it with corruption is one of the strongest synergies in the game. This is a new archetype, as Fire Breathing is a recent-ish reworking. You need more
instances of Fire Breathing to make drawing states better than drawing attacks. Evolve helps you draw states into additional states. You can also use Warcry to get statuses back on top of the deck – note that if Warcry himself pulls a status, the tie effect evolve will happen after you put a card back into Warcry.You may have a thin deck
that consistently draws defense cards and test slams on the same turn, especially shrugs that will help you draw a board faster. So you can get high defense all the time while still hitting hard. Some decks can gain just by hitting hard without a real plan (see also Carnage+ and Error Hyperbeam). Devil Fire doesn't scale well with force
(apply it to any card exhausted), but the fair value is that it doesn't require many settings to work with. There are many ways to have more than 4 other cards in your hand when you fire them, like Runapiramis, evolve, battletrance, etc., but you don't have to look for them intentionally. Anger is often a decent card if you need to lower the
average cost of the aggro deck, the extra copy doesn't hurt too much if you don't have a deck to rearrange often (and against some enemies, it helps dilute the conditions they give you). But if you happen to get Incessant Top, then that's practically all upside, since the deck is just trending more and more toward having only 0 cost cards
the more times you play Anger. Anger.
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